ISPA Summer Reading 2017 – English II Honors
Summer Reading Assignment is worth 10% of your 1st nine weeks grade

Pick two books to read this summer. Complete TWO different assignments stated below
Assignment’s Due 8/21/2017
Novels:





Alive by Sigler
Every Last word by Stone
Illuminae by Kristoff
Bunker Diary by Brooks






Bone Gap by Ruby
Challenger Deep by Shusterman
Written in Bone by Walker
Hidden Girl by Hall

Projects:











Draw an empty head and inside of it draw any symbols, words, or images that are bouncing around in the mind
of the character/person in the story. Then write one page explaining why each symbol, word and/or image is
significant in the story. You must have five symbols, words or images.
Make a “wanted” poster for one of the characters or objects in your book. Include the following: (a) a drawing
or cut out picture of the character or object, (b) a physical description of the character or object – you need five
details of the character, (c) the character’s or object’s deeds/misdeeds – you need five details of that
deed/misdeed, (d) other information about the character or object that is important, (e) the reward offered for
the capture of the character or object. The key for this project are the specific details from the novel.
Find FIVE actual websites a character/person in your book would most frequently visit. Include the website’s
URL and a detailed explanation of why your character/person would choose these sites. Make sure you use
details from the text to support your claim.
Imagine that you are the author of the book you just read. Suddenly the book becomes a best seller. Write a
letter to a movie producer to convince that person to make your book into a movie. Explain why the story,
characters, conflicts, etc.., would make a good film. Suggest a filming location and the actors to play the various
roles. You may only use books which have not already been made into movies.
Imagine that the book you are reading has been challenged by a special interest group. Write a letter defending
the book, using specific evidence from the book to support your ideas.
Design an advertising campaign to promote the sale of the book you read. Include each of the following: a
poster, a radio or TV commercial, a magazine or newspaper ad, a bumper sticker, and a button

Projects must show extensive DETAILS from the novel. Events, characters, and/or quotes must be used and PAGE NUMBERS
must be cited.

